Feature selection for swallowing sounds classification.
In recent years swallowing sounds analysis have received great attention for observing the abnormalities in swallowing mechanisms. In this paper a comprehensive set of features were extracted from time and frequency domains characteristics of the signals. 111 features were obtained from different parts of swallowing sounds including initial discrete sounds (IDS), bolus transmission sounds (BTS) and the entire swallowing sounds signal (WHL). Reducing the number of features and selecting a set of most important ones is a crucial step in sketching the signal characteristics, observing the signal variations in classification problems. Therefore, in this study features were examined thoroughly and arranged by maximizing the Mahalanobis distances between normal and dysphagic classes. The results indicate low- and high-frequency components represent the main characteristics of the signals for IDS segment of the swallowing sound, while the medium frequency components play the principal role for BTS segment. Different feature subsets with variable number of features were investigated for classifying normal and dysphagic swallowing sound signals. It was found that the overall performances of the feature subset extracted from WHL was superior to the results of the feature subsets extracted from IDS or BTS individually.